PRESENT: V. Butler; M. VanGinkle; S. Chen-Page; M. Gaitan; F. Reisner; P. Atkinson; B. Love; V. Tylecek; N. Nandakumaran; M. Romo; E. Alvarado; A. Miller; J. Millhone; S. Ishaque; C. Coleman-Roberts; D. Richarte; G. Whaling; L. Hunter; E. Traylor; M. Horn; C. Maddren; T. Ramirez; J. Haywood; D. Morrissette; S. Jeter-Williams; D. Ramon

EXCUSED: K. Roberts

ABSENT:

GUEST: Nancy Pearlman, Member, LACCD Board of Trustees

CALL TO ORDER: President Butler called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.

MOTION TO APPROVE REVISED MAY MINUTES INTO THE RECORD.
MSP J. Haywood/S. Ishaque

REVISIONS: LAVC & Treasure report. Suleman and Dionne’s report.

REPORT FROM WORKSITES:

CITY: P. Atkinson – Consultation: College will be closed 1½ day for classified to be included in Flex day. Membership meeting President gave a state of the college; introduced new eboard, committee members; V. Butler answer questions. K. Ryan-Rubio got a copy of the faculty grievance.

PIERCE: J. Millhone for H. Chang – Eboard; Chapter meeting; EEO issues; members concerns; Consultation: EEP issues reporting; opening date to include events for classified staff and other unions. Unclassified workers doing Unit 1 in 3 different offices.

DISTRICT: M. Romo for M. Perez – Consultation: finalized managers training; MOS training center delay; ½ day classified “flex” time. Parking grievance. Perfume grievance.


SOUTHWEST: C. Walker – NO REPORT.

TRADE: L. Hunter – Consultation: New grant perimeters; classified vacancies; senior secretary placement after dean leaves; DSPS employee issue; organizational charts; Liberal Studies pathway offices; CGCA in athletics; Graduated 900 students.

HARBOR: W. Gilliam – NO REPORT.

MISSION: M. Castillo – NO REPORT.

RETIREE: A. Mayer – NO REPORT.

VALLEY: C. Maddren – Treasure Hunt presentation; Classified recognition day by Adrian Sahaler. Graduation. Staff development day. Bookstore rumors.

WEST: J. Haywood – All meetings pending.

MOTION TO BRING IN NANCY PEARLMAN.
MSP G. Whaling/S. Jeter-Williams
MOTION TO GO BACK TO MEETING.
MSP E. Alvarado/J. Millhone

REPORT FROM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:  D. Ramon – Re-election for ELAC. E. Alvarado

REPORT FROM OFFICERS:

Treasurer:  S. Page – Concerns with low voter turn out. V. Tylecek – Student pilot bus pass program.

MOTION FOR MARY VANGINKLE TO BE INTERIM 1st VICE PRESIDENT.
MSP M. Romo/J. Haywood

First Vice President:  D. Bates – NO REPORT.

Second Vice President: M. Van Ginkle – Personnel Commission: classification study for ELAC cashier; Reclassification Admin Aide to Admin Assistant; Job description changes to Admin Assistant; Admin Services; Payroll tech, final approval for changes to PC 591; City successful working out of class; 7 outstanding work performance; student support services representative no longer a promotional classification, anyone can apply.

Secretary:  M. Gaitan – Hot Off The Press in the works. Shoes That Fit – we are still looking for campus reps. Dress for Success was good.

President:  V. Butler – Training with both groups. 2017-2020 we will be first to Negotiate. New negotiating team members. 18,000+ graduates through out the District. LACCD Transportation. Consultation was cancelled due to graduation. 2% raised guaranteed. ADA accommodations only start in the classroom grievance. JLMBC – Walking Club. Request 1.2M budget. Grievance at LAMC for charging members to use the facilities. HRA – District data says 60% are not using it.

Grievances/Arbitration – 4 new grievances – CGCA’s doing unit 1 work; HR withholding information; Outsourcing DataComm work & provide a list of campuses without DataComm and how much is spent in outsourcing. Step 3 in ADA accommodations. Termination of the employee. Dismissal for AWOL. Bathroom Keys,

MOTION TO GO INTO COPE AT 5:05PM.
MSP J. Haywood/M. Van Ginkle

COPE:  S. Ishaque - Warren Furutani in a run off. 96.05% members.  N. Pearlman

MOTION TO ENDORSE NANCY PEARLMAN FOR BOARD OF TRUSTEE AND $5000.
MSP M. VanGinkle/E. Traylor No(1) Abstention(2)

MOTION TO COME OUT OF COPE AT 5:20PM.
MSP M. VanGinkle/P.

RIDESHARE:  V. Tylecek – NO REPORT.

MOTION TO FUND 5 ADDITIONAL DELEGATES TO AFT CONVENTION.
MSP M. VanGinkle/E. Alvarado

MOTION TO CERTIFY THE ELECTIONS RESULTS FOR ELAC.
MSP E. Traylor/C. Maddren

MOTION TO CONTRIBUTE $5000 EACH TO DOLORES HUERTA AND BLACK WORKERS CENTER.
MSP P. Atkins/M. Romo

LACLF: M. Romo – Fill out the survey for the grocery stores letting them know to value the workers.

MOTION TO ACCEPT THE CALENDAR
MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MEETING IN MEMORY OF DON MISUMI AND ORLANDO RODRIGUEZ.
MSP M. Romo/M. Gaitan

MOTION TO HOLD OFF ENDORSING TIL AFTER THE DEMOCRAT CONVENTION IS HOLD VIA EMAIL.
MSF M. Romo/J. Haywood

MOTION TO ENDORSE HILARY CLINTON.
MSP S. Ishaque/N. Nandakumaran

MOTION TO ADJOURN AT 5:54PM IN MEMORY OF DON MISUMI (FACULTY MEMBER, PRESIDENT EMERITUS CHAPTER), ORLANDO RODRIGUEZ (CABINET MAKING STUDENT, LATTC), AND THE 49 VICTIMS IN THE ORLANDO, FL. SHOOTING.
MSP M. Romo/M. Gaitan

Adjourned

Next Meeting Thursday, July 14, 2016, 3:00p.m., AFT Office

Respectfully submitted by

[Signature]

Mercedes Gaitan, Secretary